study
, using an open-ended questionnaire, a preliminary list of descriptive terms was collected from 27 college students who use Pinterest. From the list, an item analysis extracted 54 descriptive terms, which served as the basis for the item generation in the second study. In the second study, using a quantitative online survey method, data was analyzed from 243 college students who use Pinterest. A confirmatory factor analysis revealed five dimensions of uses and gratifications obtained from the image-sharing SNS.
Pertaining to the principle research question, the central findings from this study are the uses and gratifications, or motivations, for using Pinterest. The five main motivations include: 'fashion', 'creative projects', 'entertainment', 'virtual exploration', and 'organization. These findings may suggest that image-sharing SNSs share several key motivational dimensions with SNSs but also have unique factors that were not identified in previous U&G studies pertaining to SNSs.
As the factor with the highest total variance, 'fashion' included the following five items: 'style', 'outfits', 'fashions', 'clothing', and 'shop'. This implies that Pinterest users and perhaps other imagesharing SNS users are using their social network to search, or shop, for fashion-related products. For 'creative projects' participants identified five items: 'crafts', 'creating', 'DIY', 'creative', and 'projects'.
These findings suggest that participants are motivated to use Pinterest to search, get ideas, and share specific information related to creative projects. The motivational dimension, 'entertainment', was other image-sharing SNSs, and SNSs in general. In addition, this study contributes to the body of literature for U&G of mass media and more specifically of SNSs. By using the two-study approach, this study identifies specific motivational dimensions in the words of the users themselves, which increases the robustness of these findings. Furthermore, the results of the second-order model contribute to the U&G body of literature by providing support to the theoretical framework in establishing the connection between uses and gratifications and overall motivations.
